
New collection 
 “a Spectrum of  tactile textiles” 

Spring & Autumn  
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Timeless Design 
“a Spectrum of  simplicity”   

- Natural fibers - 

We believe that Natural fibers makes the most beautiful fabrics, they match 
design furniture with simplicity and create timeless elegance. 
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CORTO MALTESE is our new cotton and linen sheer, in wide width this Leno 
weave construction create a transparent and modern stripe. CASUAL is a wool-
satin for upholstery and decoration, with a subtle strie effect it’s presented in 26 
colors inspired by natures beautiful hues. 
Tailoring the mood with a chic pied-de-poule, our second wool quality ICON 
follows the trend of  natural fabrics and mini patterns. Both wools passes the  
30 000 Martindale rubs test. 
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Essential Mood 
“a Spectrum of  styles”   

- When wood meets fabric - 
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Wood will never be out of  fashion.. It can be cut and shaped into various forms, 
yet it remains a rigid element in the home. 
Contrasting what is rigid with what is soft means balancing and harmonizing an 
ambience. RUBIROSA  is the a new 
wide width curtain fabric, rich and 
soft in 100% linen. Similar in quality 
to one of  our bestselling fabric (art. 
Reverso) Rubirosa differs with its five 
warm and earth based colors. 
Tactile and soft in touch AVENUE 
is a washable and intriguing 
upholstery fabric, durable thanks to  
its fancy yarns and compact jacquard 
weave. Avenue passes the  
30 000 Martindale rubs test. 
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Travel Inspiration 
“a Spectrum of  mixing”   

- New encounters  - 
Traveling is always inspiring, it teaches us to look at things in a new perspective. 
We come back home and feel empowered and we become more open to the 
idea of  mixing patterns and materials, styles and colors! 
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Damask HAZEL brings a bit 
of  oriental mystery to the 
collection, yet you can tell by 
touching the quality that it’s 
woven on our finest Italian 
looms. Innovating yarns and 
the shadow jacquard weave on 
the satin ground gives 
character to this  fabric. Hand 
washable and durable with its 
25 000 rubs, this quality is 
ideal for upholstery or rich 
drapery.  
ROCKET is a very smart 
pattern, it’s both modern and 
classic and suits to be used in 
various contests, presented 9 
colors that are inspired by 
natures noble marbles and 
silver and rocks. Rocket passes 
the 25 000 Martindale rubs 
test. 
The the vibrant ottoman LINEA is a true passepartout, passing the 50 000 
Martindale rubs test makes this a very versatile quality,  presented in 18 
marvelous colors.  

NICOLE is a luxurious silk-
blend sheer, it comes in wide 
width and its less sensitive to 
the light thanks to its polyester 
blend composition, but it has 
the complete richness of  the 
changing colors and the 
unmistakable touch of  a silk 
fabric. 
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Something Special 
“a Spectrum of  innovation”   

- Creative Weaving  - 
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When something is special and creatively new,  
it gets noted!  

ATELIER is a geometrical jacquard inspired by fashion, the chic design reminds 
of  an enlarged version of  a tie-pattern. Woven on a nylon warp with inserts of  a 
melange wool-weft, the result is a trendy new fabric thanks to its innovative mix 
of  modern textile yarns. 
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Matching the Atelier pattern is GESSETTO a pinstripe, inspiration comes from 
mens fashion clothing, the defined lines gives it a modern and masculine look. 
Both Atelier and Gessetto passes the 35 000 Martindale rubs test. 
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Through a knit-like weave construction and top modern finishing technique, 
the 100% Trevira wide width sheer MARGOT is extremely soft and light colors 
are inspired by precious metals, gold silver and copper. 
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Creative Space 
“a Spectrum of  geometrics”   

- Linear Solutions  - 

Creative solutions are needed when decorating spaces of  todays architecture, 
balance in furniture and materials is required in spaces with geometrical or 
diagonal elements. Easy designs, patterns and plains are key players in our 
modern homes. 
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Holm is a new smart plain fabric, stitched 
colored weft create both a panama and 
ottoman effect. The jacquard MIAMI is an 
easy pattern, small diamond shaped chenille 
squares makes this a fun and versatile fabric. 
Both fabrics passes the 30 000 Martindale 
test. 
Our new and very soft velvet CITY passes  
40 000 rubs, it doesn't mark and is washable, 
just like Holm and Miami. 
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The Studio 
“a Spectrum of  art”   

- Design Lab  - 
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We create our fabrics by blending and mixing materials, is’s an exiting part of  
our job, and our “design laboratory” is constantly open!  

ARLES is a fabulous new wide width sheer, in an intriguing mix of  linen, cotton 
and polyester, this fabric, though its presented in natural colors, doesn’t just 
blend in.. it’s so unique in its weave and structure that it actually stands out! 
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COGNAC is woven using the finest and 
thinnest New Generation chenille yarn 
and processed with a special finishing 
making this the softest fabric presented in 
our new collection. Using a special 
jacquard technique in production give this 
fabric a unique look that reminds of  old 
oil paintings or a vegetative motif. 

Presented in a palette of  46 deep colors, this washable light-weighted chenille is 
ideal for draping and decoration yet its a very durable fabric, passing the 30 000 
Martingale rubs test. 
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Light Living 
“a Spectrum of  light”   

- Natural Home  - 
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PROVENZA is a charming 
country piquet fabric in double 
width, soft and cozy, perfect for 
bed covers, draping and plaids. 
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LUND is a plain fabric 
that is far from being 
simply plain! 
This irregular panama 
weave is both soft and 
resistant, its warp is a 
space dyed   
linen and viscose yarn 
and its weft is a bi-
colored melange linen 

and cotton chenille, both yarns bring a depth to this washable upholstery fabric. 
Lund passes the 30 000 Martindale rubs test and comes presented in 33 colors, 
in a rich waterfall that includes both pastels and naturals. 
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Colorful Autumn 
“a Spectrum of  linen”   

- New Hues - 

We are exited about our new launch of  three fresh Italian linen fabrics, 
the theme is color!  

Hues range from pastels - to earth colors - to sea blues -  to vibrant lemons 
 - and to happy pumpkins! 
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ELBA is a beautiful island in our Tuscan 
archipelago, it is also the name of  our fresh and 
new wide width fabric! 
Subtle pastels, and softness characterize this 
linen/micro-modal quality that we present in 15 
colors. 
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MEDITERRANEO a 100% linen fabric in wide width with a waterfall of  54 
mediterranean colors! Washable and ideal for natural curtains. 
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ARBATAX is the name of  our new linen design and it is also the name of  a 
small coast town in Sardinia that gave us the inspiration of  this fresh print. 
Recalling antique artisanal hand block prints, this design remains a modern 
pattern that will bring energy to any ambiance and room. 
The ground is 100% linen, the fabric is washable and can be used for 
upholstery, curtains and decoration.  
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( Backstage Photoshoot ) 
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